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Abstract 
 
Use Patterns of Formal and Informal Public Space in East Austin, 
Texas 
 
Lee Bridges Stevens, MS CRP 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2018 
 
Supervisor:  Katherine Lieberknecht 
 
Austin, Texas has a history of spatial segregation that still shapes the city’s 
landscape. Highway I-35 forms both a physical and psychological barrier between the 
west, predominately white part of the city, and the predominately Hispanic and African 
American east side. Quality public amenity and services are disproportionately lacking in 
the east side of the city because of this history, creating unequal access to public spaces 
for eastside residents. This report explores how remnant urban land or public rights-of-
way can be used informally by Austin’s east side residents to supplement public amenity 
and provide the social platform necessary for healthy communities. Four sites were used 
in this study, two formal parks and two informal spaces, to comparatively examine the 
use dynamics and elements of physical design of east side spaces. The two formal parks 
are Rosewood Neighborhood Park and Givens District park, both located east of I-35, 
and the two informal spaces are a vacant, privately owned lot and a neighborhood street, 
Richardine Avenue. The two informal spaces supported greater social activity during 
most hours of the day and evening. They are both small, unprogrammed spaces that 
 vi 
provide their users with visibility, use flexibility, and close proximity to both housing and 
corridors of activity to foster spontaneous social interactions. The two parks supported 
more physical activity and had greater capacity but were less consistently occupied than 
their informal counterparts. The informal spaces served both residents directly 
surrounding the area and those passing through. To create a more equitable solution for 
public space infusion in east Austin, planners should consider creating more small-scale 
spaces with the flexibility of programming to be adapted to better meet the social and 
recreational needs of residents directly adjacent to the space.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction and Background 
Research Introduction 
Public open space plays an essential role in urban life. As cities grow denser, open 
space provides breathing room and punctuated rests for urban dwellers. Open spaces give 
character to neighborhoods and create variety within the built landscape. They also 
provide communities with social nodes, which are common public spaces that support 
activity and social interaction among friends, neighbors, and strangers. Public spaces that 
are close to home can dramatically expand the area that people consider their ‘home 
territory (Appleyard 1980),’ allowing residents to safely and comfortably use more of 
their own neighborhood and city. This idea of territory is important for creating equitable 
cities because it is linked to identity within place and drives a sense of belonging.  
Equitable access to open space in cities is complicated by dynamics of spatial 
distributions of poverty. In most US cities, parks, greenery, and public spaces are 
clustered in wealthier districts of town, leaving large gaps of park-poor neighborhoods 
(Carroll-Scott et al. 2013; Sherer 2003). This spatial disparity can lead to a barrage of 
social and health-related complications to populations with limited access (Carroll-Scott 
et al. 2013). Park-poor neighborhoods can coopt informal spaces for recreational or social 
purposes to serve their communities. This is a process that often happens organically, or 
incrementally as social needs develop around space (Rupprecht and Byrne 2014).  
East Austin has been traditionally underserved by green spaces and resources, 
creating inequality of environmental conditions and access (Herrick 2008). This kind of 
inequality is a violation of ‘spatial justice,’ which links social justice to spatial location 
and resource allocation (Soja 2009). I am interested in how informal spaces have been 
created and how they are used recreationally or socially on Austin’s east side because of 
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deficits in formal public space infrastructure, such as planned parks designated for public 
use. Informal space, for these purposes, is public or private space not specifically 
intended to support community interactions, such as vacant land, neighborhood streets, 
sidewalks, and parking lots. How are these informal spaces used, and how do they persist 
in a rapidly changing part of the city? What is the level of social importance given to 
them by their users over other forms of social space? The project seeks to identify how 
planning interventions can support and strengthen successful spaces within the east 
Austin community, while maintaining their integrity. To understand these dynamics, I 
will focus my study to four sites: a neighborhood block, two public parks, and a vacant 
lot in East Austin selected based on observation of high activity. This topic aims to link 
the sociability successes of informal public space with the planning practices that can 
potentially support these spaces and the communities that develop them.  
Overarching Argument 
Informal spaces have been developed as nodes of sociability and recreation in east 
Austin to fill gaps of formal planning practice in resource allocation between the east and 
west sides of the city. The development of these particular spaces speaks to the need for 
outdoor natural spaces, familiarity, safety, and perhaps most importantly, a sense of 
ownership in the spaces people enjoy in urban environments. Publicly accessible spaces 
are integral components to communities that provide belonging and ownership to their 
residents. I believe that a portion of the success of these informal social spaces that have 
developed on Austin’s east side comes from the sense of place and identity developed by 
user-created space. I also believe that informal social use of space develops to support 
communities in ways intimately linked to their needs. Cities like Austin can develop 
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formal social and recreational spaces by incorporating more user-input, and by following 
models that make informal spaces popular to their user populations. 
This report will explore and contrast the formal and informal uses of social spaces 
on the eastside of Austin through observation, visual exploration of physical form and 
design principles, and mapping. This chapter introduces the history and effects of the 
problem of public space discrepancies and defines the direction of the research. To frame 
the findings of this report, chapter two will explore the existing literature on public space 
alongside the physical and social health of communities. Chapter two also examines 
Austin in greater detail, exploring its planning past and its specific issues surrounding 
green space and equality. Chapter three outlines the methods used for the spatial 
exploration and design analysis, as well as the reasons for the chosen exploration tactics. 
Findings and analysis will be explored in chapter four. Chapter five discusses the findings 
in context and examines how planning can support equitable sociability.  
Driving Research Questions 
My exploration of informal green space in east Austin is driven by a set of 
guiding research questions. These questions seek to better understand how and why 
informal social spaces have developed, and the ways that they have developed to meet 
community needs with internal, bottom-up practices. They compare existing formal 
public spaces and community-created informal spaces within the study areas of two east 
Austin neighborhoods. The research questions guiding this report are:  
1. What seems to make specific informal social spaces successful? 
a. What physical attributes distinguish the formal and informal sites? 
b. How does physical form contribute to the success or, potentially, the 
failure of these public spaces?  
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2. What can formal public spaces do to capture elements that make informal 
spaces successful? 
3. Can informality meet the needs of a community, potentially in place of formal 
public space? 
4. What planning practices can support successful sociable spaces for current 
residents in east Austin without threatening their claim to that space through 
gentrification? 
These questions address the complexity of creating healthy, social communities, 
and the relationship of community health and aesthetics to the potential for displacement. 
The questions also consider the self-knowledge and wisdom of needs that communities 
internally possess. Planning practice can support the successful elements of these spaces, 
yet formality has the potential to disrupt their current use patterns. In general, 
interventions by the city in the east side of Austin have led to changes in the population, 
altered use typologies, and a decrease in affordability. These changes push longtime east 
side residents further from the core of the city. 
Yet the need for greenery and city-supported social space remains for many 
eastside communities. This paradoxical relationship between the perceived aesthetic 
improvement of formal parkland, health and social benefits, and gentrification will be 
explored in chapter two.  
Formal and Informal Space 
This report explores the importance of informal public space to community 
cohesion and sociability. For the purposes of this report, informal public space is defined 
as any non-traditional physical place that can be fitted to fill a community’s social or 
recreational needs despite the place’s official or original slated use. This informality of 
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use is shaped through bottom-up processes of community creation. These types of spaces 
can share another formal use, such as a parking lot or street, or abandoned space. Non-
traditional social spaces can also be privately owned, but informally coopted for public 
social use, introducing the concept of legality and ownership into the understanding of 
informal use of space.  
 In contrast, formal public spaces have been planned and constructed with the 
intention of community social or recreational use, such as parks or trails. These spaces 
are both created and maintained by municipalities for public access, or are maintained 
privately for semi-public access, like plazas outside office buildings.  
 How informal space is used can be crucial to understanding the community 
around the space. Use patterns can illuminate the needs of the community, the gaps in the 
formal municipal services they are provided, and the sociability and health of the 
neighborhoods. Informal space can be more intimately tied to the needs of the community 
than formal spaces, and municipalities can learn how to better serve these areas by 
studying informal use patters.  
 However, there is an important social and psychological influence on formal and 
informal space allocations and use patterns. Formality creates a spatial hierarchy to a 
place, and an understanding of municipal investment. Formal spaces are given resources, 
services, and maintenance. They are purposeful, planned, and policed by the city, 
whereas informal spaces are not.  
Outdoor Public Space in Austin 
Austin places substantial importance on its outdoor spaces. The perennially warm 
weather, culture of recreation, and community character give the city’s parks, trails, 
waterways, and streets a social significance that is integral to the urban identity. Austin is 
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known for landmarks like Zilker Park, Barton Springs, Lady Bird Lake, and the miles of 
greenbelt trails. The city’s culture of being outdoors reinforces its self-image of zany 
activity, hospitality, entertainment, and social connectivity.  
Perhaps this identity of being outside reinforces the historical separation of the 
east side of the city. The high-quality spaces, and the popular spaces that represent Austin 
culturally disproportionately exist to the west of Interstate I-35 (Austin Park Equity 2018; 
Herrick 2008; Spangenberg 2012). Through spatial distribution and poor east-west 
resource division and poor connectivity, the city creates an implicit exclusivity in its most 
popular spaces. The cultural importance of outdoor space in the city makes it especially 
striking that so few quality outdoor spaces have been allocated and formally planned in 
east and south Austin, the historically black and Hispanic neighborhoods (Herrick 2008; 
Austin Park Equity 2018). 
 The Trust for Public Land reports that Austin has a total of 20,714 acres of 
parkland, serving a ratio of 40 people per park acre (The Trust for Public Land 2017). 
Austin’s most visited city park is Zilker park (The Trust for Public Land 2017), located 
just west of the central city. Though park acreage is well distributed across the I-35 
divide, the quality—both environmental and design quality—of the parks and the spaces 
that actually support use show a different story (Austin Park Equity 2018; Herrick 2008).  
All four study sites explored in this report are in Austin’s District 1. The park 
acreage in District 1 is high for the city at 4896 acres (Austin Park Equity 2018) thanks to 
the expansive Walter E. Long park located in its outskirts. But the inclusion of this park 
belies the threat of public space isolation in the district. The formal spaces that are 
accessible to the bulk of District 1 residents are fewer and of lower quality (Austin Park 
Equity 2018).  
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Austin’s image and reputation as one of the top physically fit cities (Herrick 
2008) is closely coupled with the engrained culture of being outdoors. On sunny days, 
joggers can be seen running the vast trails around Lady Bird Lake while kayakers and 
paddleboard enthusiasts enjoy their water sports. The city is known for its cycling and 
rock climbing culture and boasts many scenic hiking trails within its core and periphery. 
But this reputation ends at Interstate I-35. Obesity rates are significantly higher among 
eastside residents than westside (Herrick 2008). This is a product of the distorted 
distribution of quality outdoor activity space, the glaring disparity in healthy food 
availability, and the perceived danger of the public spaces that do exist on the eastside 
(Children’s Optimal Health 2011; Herrick 2008). Thus, the level to which Austin derives 
its identity from its culture of outdoor sociability and fitness directly excludes historical 
east side residents from the core culture of the urban environment, heightening 
difference.  
Austin’s Racially Divided History 
The city of Austin as it exists today is a product of a long-standing history of 
codified racism. Interstate I-35 is a physical and psychological barrier between the east 
and west sides of Austin, separating a predominately white and wealthy population in the 
west from a predominately black and Hispanic population in the east. Through an 
escalating series of racialized zoning efforts, Austin was shaped into a very divided city. 
 Most southern cities in the US were planned with codified segregation for 
decades. This has had a lasting influence on how cities in America developed and grew. 
Segregation in Austin for most of the 19th century existed in the form of separated uses of 
buildings, but African American Austinites could be found living throughout most of the 
neighborhoods in the city (Tretter 2012). In the 20th century, restrictive covenants and 
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new laws regarding social interaction between people of different races laid the 
groundwork for patterns of spatial segregation. When the city created its first 
comprehensive plan in 1928, these patterns were solidified. Development of black and 
Hispanic neighborhoods became isolated in east Austin, the largely industrially-zoned 
part of town (Tretter 2012). Private restrictions within neighborhoods limiting deeds 
coupled with zoning laws to engrain spatial segregation throughout the city (Tretter 
2012). By 1955, even more of east Austin was rezoned for commercial and industrial 
uses, burdening non-white residents disproportionately with an environment of exposure 
to noxious land uses (Tretter 2012). 
 In Austin, segregation was amplified by the separation of resources. Segregation 
mandated separated schools and public services, so the city sequestered resources for the 
black community into neighborhoods in east Austin, drawing them into isolation by 
necessity (Tretter 2012).  
 This codified history of spatialized racism has shaped the urban fabric of public 
spaces in the city. In part because of the structure of local political control, green space 
planning and environmental resources were channeled to the west side of the city (Tretter 
2012). But the pattern of zoning left the east side saddled with industrial and commercial 
landscapes gutted of beauty and environmental health (Tretter 2012; Herrick 2008). 
Urban socio-spatial histories are necessary for understanding the geographic distribution 
and use patterns of public space in cities like Austin (Byrne and Wolch 2009). Socio-
economic and demographic understandings of public space use do not attach enough 
importance to the history and politics of place that shape urban landscapes, resources, and 
patterns of access based on spatial deprivation.  
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Outline of Methodology 
Informal public space use dynamics and their social importance to communities 
will be measured for this report using four main techniques: GIS mapping, observation, 
cognitive mapping, and documenting community resources. These techniques will 
illuminate the spatial relationships of the sites to each other, the communities that they 
serve, and municipal resources. They will also show how the spaces are used, their 
perception within the community, and their relationship to east Austin neighborhoods.  
GIS mapping tools will be used to visualize the spatial relationships of the four 
research sites, their accessibility, the demographic distribution of the city, and the amount 
of remnant urban land with potential for informality. To do this, I will map formal green 
spaces across Austin, distinguishing between park space and other forms of green space 
such as cemeteries. I will also analyze markers of health, such as obesity, alongside 
poverty to better understand the spatial relationship of public health, socio-economic 
status, and public space access. Maps of the physical amount of unoccupied space across 
the two sides of the city will help to illustrate the need for more purposeful placemaking, 
and the amount of ‘breathing room’ within the city.  
Through observation, I will look for the peak use hours of spaces to understand 
dynamics of safety, popularity, and user population. An aspect of informality in public 
space use is safety. Informal spaces are often not outfitted with municipal protections 
such as policing, maintenance, or nighttime lighting. This could influence when spaces 
are populated and who feels comfortable occupying them. Observation will also show the 
age range of space users, indicating the intergenerational success of social support for a 
neighborhood, and indicate the level of comfort and safety a community assigns to the 
space, e.g. if children are trusted to use the space or if the elderly feel comfortable 
interacting within it. Popularity and success of a space can be measured by the number of 
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people who use the space and how frequently they are occupying it. Observation will also 
illuminate if the space is predominately used for social or recreational activity. 
Observation reveals a more intimate understanding of place. Observation of uses will 
give insight into the logic behind the informality of use, the wisdom of community 
knowledge of need, and how important each space is to the users. Cognitive mapping will 
be used in tandem as a means of creatively interpreting observations of space through an 
experiential lens. Cognitive maps can use text and imagery together to depict an 
individual experience overlaid with a relationship to space, accessibility, and movement.  
Community resources, such as social media pages, online reviews of public space, 
web tools like austinparksequity.com, and neighborhood apps, I will explore local 
knowledge of space use and perceptions of safety. I am interested in the relationship of 
formal community markers to informal social space. These resources also have a close 
relationship to the neighborhoods they serve and a communal knowledge of need. Social 
media sources provide portraits of how spaces are used, both formally and entirely 
informally, and can reveal use patterns and opinions of the four sites.  
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review Urban Amenities and Health 
To root the topic of informal use of open space within the context of scholarly 
work, this chapter explores the existing body of literature on the topic. Many of the 
articles reviewed here deal specifically with the importance of green space for 
community health and sociability while this report focuses on the dynamics of public 
space, a broader definition of open space and amenity in cities. Greenery is an important 
aspect of a public space, and can influence the quality of the place, health of the 
surrounding community, and ecological viability but it is important to engage with 
multiple dynamics of public space form and function to parse out the role it plays within 
community. In this report, the focus will be on the social and psychological health 
benefits of open, public space, and how communities can develop their own nodes of 
sociability to meet their needs.  
In this review of existing literature, I will focus first on the health benefits of 
public spaces and the paradoxical threats they can pose to neighborhood gentrification. I 
will explore the planning methods put forth by cities to create green or public spaces for 
residents in park-poor neighborhoods without inciting displacement. Then I will move 
my analysis to the social importance and necessity of shared public space within the 
urban fabric for mental health and community cohesion. Lastly, I will move the analysis 
of literature to the local level to understand the dynamics of space and politics in Austin. 
I will explore existing research about the city of Austin, its racial history, and the social 
and urban dynamics that exist in east side communities that influence health, 
environment, and local economy.  
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Amenity, Health, and Exclusion  
Much of the literature on public green space emphasizes the delicate balance 
between access and expulsion. Increasing the accessibility of green space, especially of 
aesthetic green space, can catalyze displacement of lower income or minority groups 
from the sites of aesthetic intervention. As green space permeates, property prices rise. 
Wolch, Byrne, & Newell explore the paradox of increasing greenery access to people to 
improve the health of a community only to spell out their exclusion through processes of 
gentrification. 
Green space and amenity within the urban fabric has been proved to provide 
significant health, social, psychological, and climatic benefits to urban residents (Lee & 
Maheswaran 2011). These green spaces take the form of parks, forests, creeks, 
community garden spaces, and green rooftops. Most cities have a disproportionate 
allocation of these green spaces, skewing proximity and abundance towards wealthier and 
whiter neighborhoods and communities (Wolch et al. 2014; Garcia and Collins 2015). 
Thus, access to public space is both an issue of environmental justice and of community 
health. Some strategies employed by municipalities to increase park access include 
greening remnant urban land, reclaiming vacant spaces for parks or gardens, or reusing 
aging transportation infrastructure (Wolch et al. 2014). In essence, these are strategies for 
formalizing potential informality.   
Access to greenery provides significant physical health benefits to residents who 
live nearby (Maas et al. 2009). Parkland proximity has been linked to lower rates of 
obesity in adults, and lower rates of childhood obesity as well, which is a significant 
marker of health (Ogden et al. 2008; Sage et al. 2010). This is a direct result of the 
availability of qualiy recreational spaces that support physical activity in communities 
(Diez Roux et al. 2007).  
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Quality of green space is a significant factor in the success of a formal park. 
According to a study by Giles-Corti et al. (2005), parks that are perceived as more 
aesthetically pleasing support more activity. Communities with access to large, attractive, 
and thoughtfully-designed public open space have healthier residents (Giles-Corti et al. 
2005). Large open spaces with equipment and facilities to support recreation have the 
highest rates of walking, and are associated with lower rates of obesity, but only when 
they are within a close proximity of access (Giles-Corti et al. 2005).  
Greenery access is greatly stratified in most US cities by income, race, age, 
gender, ability, and other forms of demographic or social differences (Abercrombie et. al. 
2008). This difference in access makes these populations especially vulnerable to obesity 
(Ogden et al. 2008; Sage et al. 2010). When controlling for other factors, such as income, 
traffic frequency, poverty, pollution levels, and healthy food access, Wolch (2011) found 
that park proximity influences the appearance of childhood obesity. 
There exists a paradoxical relationship between cities and their amenity, however. 
While increasing the abundance and access of green space can meaningfully increase 
health, sociability, aesthetics, and economic viability of a place, added green space can 
also spike rents and increase property values. This paradox is not limited to just to the 
addition of green spaces in an area—any amenity or infrastructure improvement has the 
potential to catalyze gentrification in an area by increasing the level of service and 
municipal investment.  
This change may bring economic prosperity to some in an area, but it can also be 
a force of displacement for residents who cannot afford the rapid increase in property 
taxes or rents from a large park. This type of displacement is gentrification, which can 
often benefit a city financially through an increased tax base but harm the residents the 
green space was intended to benefit (Checker 2011; Wolch et al. 2014). The residents 
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underserved by green spaces in cities are typically less wealthy and particularly 
vulnerable to the changes made by municipalities. Those priced out of their 
neighborhoods often get pushed further to the periphery to other park-poor 
neighborhoods, extending the problem of access (Checker 2011; Wolch et al. 2014).  
Existing literature on urban green space has focused on the relative access of 
different socio-demographic groups to these spaces and on how limited access can 
negatively influence health. Almost all the existing literature uses formal park space as 
the measure for abundance and proximity of green space and limits the focus to the social 
and health benefits of parkland, rather than other forms of public or green space.  
Typically, racial and class disparities in access to open space are a product of 
historic inner-city concentrations of poverty and populations of color, surrounded by 
suburban rings of white wealth (Wolch et al. 2014). The suburbs have greater abundance 
of green space and greater wealth for maintaining that green space (Wolch et al. 2014). In 
Austin, this dynamic of location holds true, but the more striking divide of green space 
disparity runs east to west. Suburban and west Austin communities have traditionally 
been the focus of urban greening. Though greenspace acreage exists in equal amounts in 
the east side of Austin, it is less maintained, more fragmented, and of poorer quality than 
to the west (Herrick 2008; Austin Park Equity 2018; Spangenberg 2012). Additionally, 
most of the greenspaces in the east are eclipsed by cemeteries, negating their social and 
recreational usefulness.  
City planning has worked in recent years to address the disparity by reclaiming 
inner-city lands for open space, or by retrofitting vacant, underused, or unconventional 
space to support greenery (Curran & Hamilton 2014; Wolch et al. 2014). But as low-
income neighborhoods gain higher-quality green spaces, they can lose their footing in 
affordability, setting off gentrification around the epicenter of the park. Wolch et al. 
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argue that cities should aim to become ‘just green enough’ to support public health for all 
neighborhoods without catalyzing displacement through the incorporation of improved 
amenity (Wolch et al. 2014; Curran & Hamilton 2012). Thus, environments should be 
made safe and usable, but not given so many amenities that gentrification alters the 
composition of the neighborhood. This is a controversial viewpoint, as it suggests a 
deepening of the existing pattern of low-income neighborhoods being deprived of high-
quality amenity. A counter argument is that increasing quality park access across the 
board normalizes the infusion of amenity to hopefully minimize gentrification.  
Though the positive effects of urban green space on health and psychology have 
been well documented, I believe that the biggest component of urban wellbeing is 
designated social space for creating community. An aspect of deprivation, especially in 
places like Austin, comes from the historic ordering of resources, and the disparity in 
availability of shared social public space. Greening the city can often lead to 
gentrification and a continued cycle of denied access to low-income residents and 
residents of color. Creating sociable places, especially ones that make use of existing 
infrastructure or spaces in the way that informal uses of urban remnants do, could create 
greater equity and spatial justice within our cities.  
Heynen, Perkins, & Roy examine the development of environmental inequality 
along racial lines in Milwaukee, WI through the uneven development of green space 
(Heynen et al 2006). Their study implicates social and political motivations in the 
production of a healthy ecology and tree canopy cover in predominately white spaces 
(Heynen et al. 2006). There is a social production of nature that fails to properly allocate 
resources of environmental amenity (Heynen et al. 2006).  
Nature has been commodified and used in a structured way as a capitalistic tool. 
Access to urban ecological amenities can be created privately by wealthier citizens, while 
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poorer ones must remain dependent on public investment in local parks and the 
maintenance of tree-lined streets for their access to healthy ecosystems (Heynen et al. 
2006). Yet, this access is compounded by public investment in tree cover in white and 
wealthy parts of town as a means of maintaining economic prosperity and attracting 
residents and businesses (Heynen et al. 2006).  
Milwaukee has a robust amount of forest cover as well as structurally and 
spatially engrained racism (Heynen et al. 2006). After many trees died in Milwaukee, 
political economic influences determined where new trees were planted form the 1960s to 
present (Heynen et al. 2006). The spatial distribution of trees is telling when matched 
with the spatial distribution of African Americans and Hispanics, renter occupancy, and 
property values, as tree cover is most abundant in white, owner-occupied, high value 
areas (Heynen et al. 2006).  
Parks are politicized space in cities. Natural beauty is too often contained for 
private consumption. Ecologically healthy spaces are maintained for the wealthy, or for 
peri-urban districts (Garcia & Collins 2015). The US Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) has attempted to improve the lives of people in poverty and people of color with 
improved access to public lands (Garcia & Collins 2015).  
Bryant & Callewart (2003) explore the need for human society to understand 
ecosystems within their cultural context as a way to see their usefulness. Cultural context 
can also help explain the ecosystem’s influence on regional economies and resources 
(Bryant & Callewart 2003). They use this concept of cultural construction as a lens for 
understanding the relationship between our cultural patterns and our value of nature 
(Bryant & Callewart 2003). This intersects with our physical distribution of poverty and 
of parks in our cities.  
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Through language, we understand ecosystems as cultural constructs (Bryant & 
Callewart 2003). Cities are more obvious cultural constructs, and there we understand 
nature as a means of serving our human-made needs (Bryant & Callewart 2003). The 
spatial relationships of natural amenity and disamentiy—which refers to the physical and 
perceivable factors of the environment that endanger quality of life—in cities matches 
our other cultural constructs of race, gender, and class (Bryant & Callewart 2003). Thus, 
there is a strong bond between our culture and our nature, and where and for whom 
environmental resources are allocated (Bryant & Callewart 2003).  
Design-Based Analysis of Public Space, Informality, and Deprivation 
Informal or non-traditional spaces are often overlooked when considering the 
urban fabric of green and public spaces. A majority of the literature on urban green 
networks considers only clearly delineated parklands or vegetation and forest remnants 
(Rupprecht & Byrne 2014). This neglects analysis of the urban landscape as a whole, 
complete with vacant lots, fragments of open space and greenery, public rights-of-way, 
and social streetscapes.  
Large urban areas are failing certain populations of their citizenry with sub-
standard infrastructure, food insecurity, and few formal green spaces. Design and 
engineering interventions may provide some solutions to the problems facing urban 
environments. Sociability is integral to successful cities and is necessary for fostering 
community belonging among people everywhere (Balch 2016). 
Rupprecht & Byrne (2014) argue that not enough has been done to analyze the 
usefulness and perception of informal space coopted for social community purposes. As 
even dense cities have these fragments of unused space, there could be untapped potential 
for stitching the social fabric of urban environments through informality. Rupprecht & 
Byrne further that formal park spaces are expensive and difficult for cities to maintain 
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and may not even be up to the task of serving community need. Ambiguous or abandoned 
spaces in between formality have been referred to as ‘ambivalent landscapes by 
Jorgenson & Tylecote (2007). These spaces are inconsistently managed or maintained, 
and often take up unusual footprints of space. These ambivalent elements of the 
landscape can have unseen connections to communities surrounding them, and can be 
hosts for spontaneous social interaction, support impromptu games, or simply, provide 
space for people to be outside in or near their neighborhoods.  
Informality is sometimes the solution individuals choose in the face of rapidly 
increasing urban density increasing the demand for public space while simultaneously 
curtailing its formal availability. Formal spaces are under greater stress to provide space 
to an increasing number of residents and can be harder for cities to supply in the densest 
areas or in low-income areas. Liminal spaces, or informal ambiguous landscapes 
sometimes provide neighborhoods with public gathering options when they lack formal 
spaces and can sometimes even be preferred to formal public spaces available.  
What is common among the literature explored on liminal or informal spaces is 
that regardless of their specific function within their communities, there is typically 
uncertainty of land tenure, unavailability of maintenance or regulating authority, and 
questions of legitimacy (Rupprecht & Byrne 2014).  
Formal public space is important for building the relationship between a 
municipality and its citizens. When social spaces are provided for evenly across a city 
that provide accessibility to vulnerable populations, then there is a network of official and 
codified support. Neighborhoods previously denied space, or given spaces that only 
raised property prices and pushed them further to the periphery, can be a part of the 
conversation with their cities on how to provide space equitably in a way that can meet 
needs. What this report hopes to add to the literature is an analysis of how informal 
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spaces can highlight the elements of experience within place that meet needs and define 
community. When spaces are coopted and made to fit the social and recreational 
requirements of their direct users, they are places of rich opportunity to understand the 
psyche of a neighborhood and their nexus of control over lived spaces and territory.  
Understanding Austin: Local dynamics of public space, race, and health 
As explored in the introduction, Austin has been shaped by segregation in more 
than just its neighborhoods, like most southern cities. Austin’s racial segregation took on 
unique form in its spatially engrained isolation of residents of color, growing based on a 
deeply engrained division down the main highway, I-35. The city was effectively split in 
two by planning practices in 1928 that leveraged economic concerns to advocate for 
placing segregated schools for students of color only on the east side (Tretter 2012). This 
first comprehensive plan pushed black and Latino populations further and further to the 
eastern periphery, isolating them from the urban core (Tretter 2012). The east side of 
Austin has remained predominately populated by people of color and has been 
underserved by resources such as public transportation and public green space. In the past 
decade, this dynamic has been undergoing change from gentrification pressures, altering 
the racial and economic landscape of the east and putting economic pressure on low-
income residents (Busch 2015). 
Nokunas (2015) uses personal narrative and cognitive mapping to chart racialized 
movement through space in Austin, TX, a city of inherited legacy of segregation and Jim 
Crow laws that restricted movement and access while determining how communities 
would house and contain people of color. The analysis focuses on intimately personal 
perspectives to illustrate how public spaces in Austin influence interpersonal interaction 
and feelings of broader belonging. The racial exclusion created during times of 
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segregation embedded ‘white space’ heavily into the urban fabric, complicating 
movement through public spaces even into modern decades (Norkunas 2015).  
 Herrick (2008) used Austin, TX as a case study to examine how spatial location 
can be a key feature in understanding obesity. When paired with geography, obesity 
trends can be understood within urban spaces that constrain healthy habits and behaviors 
(Herrick 2008). East and south Austin have significantly higher rates of childhood 
obesity than the rest of the city (Sage et al. 2010). Poverty, food access disparity, and 
inequitable allocation of parks of high enough quality to encourage activity are closely 
linked to the spatial distribution of poor health in east Austin (Herrick 2008).  
Austin has a culture of fitness that is reinforced by its culture of being outside. 
Austin boasts 16,682 acres of public park land spread across 206 parks and 26 greenbelts 
throughout the city (City of Austin Parks and Recreation Department 2006). I-35 cuts 
through the center of the city, dividing it physically into east and west, effectively cutting 
off east side residents from Austin’s most popular parks (The Trust for Public Land 
2017). The Interstate serves as a physical scar marking the point of social and economic 
isolation of communities of color.  
As a rapidly growing city, Austin is also experiencing widespread gentrification 
that has begun to pierce the I-35 barrier, altering the landscape of east Austin. The change 
in demographics of the east side is also altering the social structure and resources of 
traditionally black and Hispanic neighborhoods. Busch (2015) examines the recent shift 
occurring in the 11th street corridor of east Austin. 11th street and Rosewood Avenue-- the 
neighborhood containing two of the study sites used in this report-- once served as a hub 
of commerce and social life for the black community in the eastside of the city during the 
decades of segregation (Busch 2015). The corridor fell into disrepair in the 1970s, 
leading to city-driven initiatives to economically revitalize it (Busch 2015). The Austin 
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Revitalization Authority (ARA) was designated to foster commercial development in the 
area. By 1997, it was deemed a slum by ARA (Busch 2015).  
11th street is one of only two streets that connect across Interstate I-35, making it 
an important corridor for psychologically puncturing the historic racial boundary. The 
ARA brought in an era of mixed use development, New Urbanism style architecture, and 
a wave of new middle-class white residents (Busch 2015). Across the city, this New 
Urbanism became the style of gentrification, creating chic neighborhoods out of the 
remnants of land kept affordable through isolation and neglect (Busch 2015).  
The black and Hispanic residents of neighborhoods like the ones lining the 11th 
street corridor of the eastside rely more heavily on the community-created social 
structures than residents white middle-class neighborhoods (Busch 2015). The shifting of 
these neighborhoods has led to the destruction of these social landscapes. In part due to 
the geographically engrained nature of segregation in Austin, there is also greater 
connection to place in east Austin neighborhoods. According to Busch, “…although 
gentrification is in some sense a function of market changes, political and economic 
disparities in the allocation of municipal capital undergird the relationship between 
gentrification and spatial justice in Austin (Busch 2015).” Thus, the city created the 
historical sequestration of black and Hispanic people to the eastside, the city allowed the 
neighborhoods to fall into blight, and the city catalyzed development that priced out the 
original residents without using any of the increased tax revenue to help stabilize historic 
neighborhoods or preserve affordability (Busch 2015). More recently, amenities on the 
east side have been expanded and improved as gentrification creeps across I-35.  
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Mapping Race, Poverty, and Health 
The maps used in this section come from secondary research. Maps that link 
geography, race, and income were made by the city of Austin. Maps that illustrate spatial 
linkages between geography and health were provided by Children’s Optimal Health, a 
Texas non-profit using GIS to explore children’s health, with data collected by AISD.  
Because of the restricted covenants and zoning laws of Austin’s past, the 
landscape of race in the city is still entrenched in east-west division, physically embodied 
by I-35. The following maps show the concentrations of black and Hispanic populations 
east of the highway, and the correlation of east side neighborhoods of color with poverty.  
 
Figure 1: Concentration of African-American population across Austin. City of Austin 
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Figure 2: Concentration of Hispanic population across Austin. City of Austin 
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Figure 3: Median family income in Austin. City of Austin 
 As expressed by Herrick (2008) the health of Austin’s residents is linked to their 
spatial distribution. The maps below show health markers for children in Austin 
Independent School District (AISD) tied to the physical landscape. When considered with 
the above maps linking race to the landscape, it can be seen that health risks are highly 
spatial in Austin, and correlated with distribution of resources such as public space.  
These maps use AISD data recording health markers of obesity, BMI, and 
cardiovascular fitness. Schools collect data on their students’ health, and the non-profit 
organization Children’s Optimal Health used GIS to connect the data to geography. 
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Figure 4: Concentrations of poor cardiovascular health in students across Austin. 
Children’s Optimal Health 
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Figure 5: Concentration of obesity and overweight students in Austin. Children’s 
Optimal Health 
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Figure 6: BMI of students across Austin. Children’s Optimal Health  
These maps depict the glaring health disparities in school-aged children across 
Austin. Poor health indicators are almost entirely concentrated in east and south Austin, 
signaling a significant health crisis in large swaths of the city. The deeply spatial 
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relationship of health, race, income level, and quality park amenities (Children’s Optimal 
Health, 2011; Austin Park Equity 2018) also signals a difference in access to healthy 
options, and potentially limited access to healthy knowledge and decision-making 
learning on the eastside of the city. Seeing these health maps side-by-side with City of 
Austin maps showing racial and income distribution in the city reveals a striking, 
significant pattern of spatially, racially, and socio-economically distributed health issues 
tied to geography. The concentrations of poor health and low-income are also some of the 
areas with the poorest quality public spaces. As health and public space proximity are so 
closely linked (Giles-Corti et al. 2005), it appears that Austin’s obesity rates stem at least 
in part from poor public amenity access. 
Conclusion 
Austin faces a unique set of issues complicating a common problem across many 
US cities. The spatial form that segregation took in the planning and design of the city 
altered the trajectory of development such that there are huge spatial disparities across a 
strong physical barrier of isolation; I-35. Public space—especially public green space—
has been a crucial element in driving disparity. Public spaces provide a multitude of 
health benefits for people and environments alike. Their influence on public health is 
physical, psychological, and emotional. Depriving east Austin, the predominately black 
and Hispanic neighborhoods of the city, of quality public spaces and of the reliable 
transportation to reach quality spaces effectively influences the development of public 
health for minority and low-income populations.  
This report aims to expand the literature on public space and social and public 
health equality by identifying ways that non-traditional spaces are coopted for public and 
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community use. Can informal public spaces serve community health and sociability when 
the formal space is lacking? Based on the literature explored here, public space is crucial 
to the fabric of the city as a means of social cohesion and community wellbeing. The 
disparity that has been engrained into the landscape in Austin from decades of racialized 
planning measures can potentially be mediated by using urban remnants for bottom-up 
creation of community space.  
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Chapter 3:  Methods 
Site Selection and Exploration Tactics 
I will observe and analyze four outdoor sites in east Austin that are used as nodes 
of social activity to explore dynamics of informal and formal use of space. All four sites 
are within a two-mile distance of one another, and all are on the east side of Interstate I-
35 in Austin, Texas. The four sites will be studied in pairs, matching each informal site 
with one of the public parks to understand the different use dynamics within a single 
neighborhood space. The first pair is comprised a vacant lot and a public park within 
walking distance of each other. The informal site is a vacant lot at the corner of 
Rosewood Avenue and Chicon Street and the formal is a public park located a few blocks 
east on the same street (0.2 miles), Rosewood Neighborhood Park. The two are an easy 
walk from one another along a somewhat busy four-lane street, connected by sidewalks 
and a bus route. The second pair of sites also compare informal and formal space; the 
informal site is the length of a neighborhood block, Richardine Avenue, and the formal is 
a public park located down the street, Givens District Park. Richardine Avenue is a 0.4 
mile walk from Givens District Park. The walk is mostly through neighborhoods, but 
does require pedestrians to cross Springdale avenue, a busy street without a crosswalk. 
Richardine Avenue and Givens District Park are also connected by a bus line.   
These sites were selected based on observed prevalence of activity within 
informal space. The two informal nodes of sociability appeared to support an array of 
activities and social opportunities beyond their formal intended uses. Their formal park 
counterparts were selected based on their proximity to the informal sites and serve as a 
comparison point between the usefulness of formal versus informal space in meeting 
community needs. 
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I use GIS software to map and understand the spatial relationships of these spaces 
to communities and to each other as a method to determine who they serve and how 
accessible they are. Data from the city of Austin will be used to create these maps. I will 
also use observation to understand use patterns in formal and informal spaces, and to 
grasp the roles that time of day, safety, traffic intensity, and transportation access play in 
the popularity of these specific spaces. Observation will be used to gain a more intimate 
understanding of how and why informal spaces are used in Austin as social activity 
nodes. Observations will maintain the anonymity of the people who use the spaces and 
will be used in aggregate by site. Media sources and social media will serve as secondary 
sources to determine the success of spaces.  
The focus of this report is to explore how history and planning decisions are 
manifested spatially in communities, and the disparities that the resulting spatial 
distributions inevitably generate. I aim to illustrate the influence of Austin’s past 
planning on the current physical form of the city, to connect that with the known 
importance of public space on physical and social health of urban residents, and to 
explore the design elements of each of the study sites to understand how they are meeting 
social and recreational needs. Informal use and activity in specific sites as a bottom-up 
solution to limited formal public space is my chief interest in the report, and spatial 
dynamics as well as design considerations drive my analysis of how social space is 
constructed, and how well it serves communities. The methods of mapping, observation, 
and visual analysis of the sites, outlined below, allow for the four sites to be considered in 
relation to one another and to the urban fabric, and allow for an exploration of how their 
physical design supports or limits use. 
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Research Questions 
As stated in the introduction, this research is driven by a set of guiding questions 
that aim to unravel spatial dynamics and use preferences at the four specific research sites 
used in this report. More broadly, the questions address issues of public health and social 
cohesion within east Austin communities. They look to connect spatial distribution of 
formal public spaces with social quality 
1. What seems to make specific informal social spaces successful? 
a. What physical attributes distinguish the formal and informal sites? 
b. How does physical form contribute to the success or, potentially, the 
failure of these public spaces?  
2. What can formal public spaces do to capture elements that make informal saces 
successful? 
3. Can informality meet the needs of a community, potentially in place of formal 
public space? 
4. What planning practices can support successful sociable spaces for current 
residents in east Austin without threatening their claim to that space through 
gentrification? 
These questions are explored through spatial data and observation that examine 
the interaction of eastside Austin residents with available spaces. They seek to determine 
the drivers of city planning, resources, and geography that develop social choice and the 
use of physical space as a stage of activity and interaction (Mumford 1937).  
The maps made for this report appear in the following Findings and Analysis 
chapter, and depict the physical layout of the city, the disparities between east and west, 
and formal public space availability. Mapping was selected as a method for investigation 
because it allowed for geography to be a key component in the analysis of planning 
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variables. Understanding the spatial layout of people and resources is the link to 
understanding need as a product of deprivation.  
Data Sources and Maps 
GIS data used came predominately from the city of Austin open data portal, 
accessed through the city’s website. Austin Independent School District (AISD) provided 
data and statistics on reported crime rates across Austin to reflect perceptions of safety. 
Google Earth and Google Maps information provided locations for community resources 
and identified the specifics of use types for the city’s formal green spaces.  
These data sources helped to create a more complete picture of the overlap in 
influence of different variables that create differences in public health and social health 
across Austin. It is instrumental to understand the spatial distribution of health in relation 
to income, demographic, and public social space availability information.  
 This report uses mapping to understand the spatial relationships of the sites to one 
another, to other infrastructure, to city resources, and to show the disparity in green space 
availability between west and east Austin. Maps using city of Austin data illustrate where 
formal green spaces exist within the city. Observation and Google Maps data provided 
information for augmenting these maps of formal green space to depict where spaces 
catalogued as parks in the city house other uses, namely cemeteries, limiting their 
usefulness as community space. These maps show the availability of outdoor public 
space in conjunction with transportation access, healthy food access options, traffic 
intensity, and outdoor land use. Maps of informality made for this project show the 
availability of vacant land, structure of urban fabric on the eastside, and low traffic streets 
or parking lots.  
Drawing was used as a tool to map perceptions of space through cognitive 
mapping. I created a series of hand-drawn cognitive maps to explore how I experienced 
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each of the sites explored, what design features seemed the most important to users, and 
what elements of space determined use. These maps were also created to identify both 
barriers and safety within and around the sites.  
The maps combine attributes of physical space alongside words and symbols to 
convey observations, emotions, and perceptions rather than accurate descriptions of space 
and scale. They should be understood as interpretations of experience within space above 
all else. While the GIS maps attach geography to health, race, and availability, these 
mapping exercises explore spatial elements alongside social connectivity, perception of 
the natural landscape, and aesthetic. These illustrations are intended to help provide an 
understanding of these spaces and their uses by the communities surrounding each site, as 
well as highlight the main points of user activity and explore the layout and elements.  
Observation Method 
Observations of the sites, their users, and their supported activities were used in 
this research to gain an intimate understanding of how the four sites function in the east 
Austin community, and specifically, in the neighborhoods directly around each site. 
Observing each site determine the social importance of the spaces, and the relationship of 
the areas to one another. By monitoring the sites frequently, use patterns became more 
evident, such as what time of day the spaces are occupied, approximately how many 
users the space supports, if the use is predominately social or recreational, and what 
demographic and age group of people frequent the site.  
Observations of the sites were made periodically from January to April of 2018. 
Observations were done from the perimeter of the sites to see how the space interacted 
with the surrounding street or sidewalk-scape, and to determine how passers-by used, 
interpreted, or observed the space. The surroundings were also examined for traffic 
intensity and patterns to determine the access and relative safety of the space. The 
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interiors of all four sites were explored during daylight hours. Interior exploration and 
observations examined the spatial layout of the site, the experience of each site, and the 
variety of uses and popularity within the space. These explorations were used to make 
qualitative interpretations of design, popularity, and sociability of the formal and 
informal public areas.  
Photography was used as a means of observation and visual exploration of the 
four sites. The photos show the structures and infrastructure within and around the 
spaces, the use options, the use intensity, the natural landscape, and the overall design. 
Site photos can be found in the Appendix.   
Community Sources 
Social media sources provided reviews of the spaces, showing their public 
perception within the community, albeit among a self-selecting group of users who chose 
to take the time to leave commentary on their public spaces. As source material, this 
information was richer for the two formal sites. The Nextdoor app—a social media forum 
for residents within a zip code to communicate—was used to determine community 
opinion of these spaces, and to determine the nature of complaints or concerns that 
residents had with issues in their community or with the social landscape. The app has 
conversation threads on neighborhood topics or concerns that are public to members 
within the zip code. Nextdoor was the most useful for determining perceptions of safety 
within the neighborhoods and communities housing and surrounding the sites.  
Research Limitations 
This study was limited by the data publicly accessible through the city of Austin 
open data portal. The data was useful for exploring spatial dynamics within the city, but 
data on physical and mental health and wellness in Austin was limited. Most information 
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sources that explored health and geography together came in the form of premade maps, 
making the data difficult to overlay with the data collection done for this report.  
 Social media sources and online reviews were another limitation. While the 
information gained through online forums was useful for determining public opinions of 
space, they were only available for the formal sites and not the informal spaces. As 
informal spaces are unofficial and not maintained by any single authority, they lack 
formal visibility.  
 Future research could make use of interviews as a means of understanding the 
motivations of users of informal space. Conducting multiple interviews was beyond the 
scope and time constraints of this research.  Interviews could be important and useful for 
gaining insight into how their users perceive the space and how they function within the 
broader community. Additionally, interviews are important for giving voice to the people 
directly involved, as those perspectives are integral to understanding how public spaces 
are serving their public. This information would provide interesting data for a follow-up 
study exploring the user-side experience of each space as a function of the physical 
design and resources. Future study could also use cognitive mapping exercises as a 
community engagement tool for understanding user perceptions of space, rather than the 
observer perception that appear in this report.  
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Chapter 4:  Findings and Analysis 
The Sites 
For the purpose of exploring dynamics of informal public space on the east side of 
Austin, I explore the four sites in pairs. Richardine Avenue, one of the informal sites 
studied, is a 0.4-mile walk from Givens District Park, and the vacant lot, the other 
informal site, is a 0.2-mile walk from Rosewood Neighborhood Park. The close 
proximity of the parks to the respective informal sites introduces a dynamic of use 
preferences between the formal and the informal. These four sites have been selected 
based on observation of use frequency and for their location within the city. All four sites 
are east of Interstate I-35, which serves as a physical manifestation of the historic divide 
between the predominately white west side of Austin and the predominately black and 
Hispanic east side.  
 All four sites are accessible by Austin’s Capital Metro bus services. However, by 
May of 2018, Capital Metro has plans to discontinue the route that currently serves the 
Richardine Avenue neighborhood and Givens District Park, leaving the neighborhood 
largely unconnected by public transportation. This coming change is a product of Capital 
Metro’s initiative to increase the frequency of bus routes through the core of the city 
(Wear 2017). The shift in investment away from neighborhoods like Richardine will 
leave many users marooned from a route and will end door-to-door bus service for many 
of the city’s most transit- reliant users in an effort to increase overall ridership (Wear 
2017). Poor bus connection to the east side is already a factor limiting residents’ access to 
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high quality public spaces. Limiting the public transit options further for some 
neighborhoods will reduce residents’ ability to access quality public space. More public 
space needs to exist within a reasonable distance of neighborhoods to adequately support 
social health.  
The two informal spaces are notable for the frequency of activity that they 
support. The vacant lot at Rosewood Avenue and Chicon Street is frequented by a 
steadfast, sociable group that congregate with their own folding chairs to talk and observe 
the city moving past. The lot is across from one bus stop and adjacent to another. The 
two-lane roads that intersect next to the lot both have sidewalks. The lot is sandwiched 
between a popular bagel to-go breakfast spot and a quick mart, both of which have 
parking lots. Across the street from the lot is an apartment complex that provides 
affordable housing units.  
The vacant lot on Rosewood is comprised of several parcels, three of which are 
owned by an entity called Poquito Chicon LP and one by the City of Austin 
(http://propaccess.traviscad.org). The semi-public, semi-private nature of this space could 
help to make the space a successful node as it is somewhat in the public right-of-way, but 
also makes the permanence of the space highly unlikely. Though the plot is currently 
unoccupied, it has development potential.   
The vacant lot is 0.2 miles down Rosewood Avenue from Rosewood 
Neighborhood Park, a formal park space that occupies a city lot of land. Based on 
observed patterns of occupancy and frequency of use detailed in the tables that follow, 
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the vacant lot supports more users than the formal park, which is limited in its design 
elements and too far removed from the energy of the streetscape.  
 The other pairing of sites presents a different narrative. Givens District Park is 
well-occupied and supports a tremendous amount of activity in its expansive 37 acres. A 
product of its size is a loss of the human scale when the park is below peak occupancy. 
To compensate for the vast, somewhat illegible programming of the park, users have 
been observed to retreat to the parking lot, a more contained and legible portion of the 
park surrounded by trees and sidewalk. Richardine Avenue also supports frequent and 
lively activity. The scale of the street naturally shapes a series of smaller, contained social 
nodes.  
Observed Use Patterns 
The two formal parks have somewhat similar programming. Both have tennis 
courts, pools, community centers, baseball diamonds, event pavilions, playground 
equipment, and picnic benches. Givens District Park has slightly more of each amenity, 
as well as tetherball, basketball, and volleyball courts. Both have creeks running through 
and are framed by parking lots on both the north and south ends. Givens District Park 
was more shaded than Rosewood Neighborhood Park. Richardine Avenue has no 
recreational programming except a basketball hoop overhanging the street from 
someone’s private yard. The street is wide and well shaded, and is a flat, straight block 
design. The vacant lot also has no programming except a low wall running alongside the 
sidewalk for people to sit. The space is well shaded and concise. 
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Site Access Infrastructure 
Natural 
Landscape 
Design Features 
Rosewood 
Neighborhood 
Park 
Bus Stop; 
sidewalks; 
bike racks 
Baseball 
diamond; 
swimming pool; 
play structures; 
community 
center; parking 
lots; pavilion 
Limited 
trees; grass; 
open areas 
Poor visibility across 
park; difficult to judge 
and navigate the space; 
good areas for public 
gathering 
Rosewood 
Vacant Lot 
Bus Stop; 
sidewalks 
Ledge; parking 
lot 
Grass; some 
trees on the 
periphery 
Concise, square lot 
without programming; 
good visibility of 
surrounding activity; 
relatively featureless, 
but small scale and 
adaptable; lots of 
seating ; lots of sunlight 
in the central space with 
shade along the 
periphery and shared 
sidewalk space 
Givens 
District Park 
Bus Stop; 
sidewalks; 
bike racks 
Basketball courts; 
tennis courts; 
track; benches; 
play structures; 
community 
center; swimming 
pools; parking 
lots 
Many trees; 
grass; open 
areas 
Defined by parking 
areas; divided by road 
access; largest social 
gathering places are 
parking lots 
Richardine 
Avenue 
Bus Stop 
Basketball hoops; 
pavement 
Trees along 
edges 
Straight block; wide 
street scape; parked cars 
to slow traffic; shaded; 
constant ‘eyes on the 
street’ from homes 
Table 1: Observations of physical space across all four sites. 
I made formal observations of each site 9 times throughout the study at a variety 
of times and with different weather to see how each influenced user occupancy and 
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activity type. The results cover a span of time from January 2018 to April 2018 and can 
be seen in the tables below. Overall, the sites were almost always occupied during formal 
observation times, especially during nice weather.  
 
Observations 
by Site 
Time and Day 
Number of 
People 
Activity Weather 
Rosewood 
Neighborhood 
Park 
        
Observation 1 
1/28 Weekend, 
3pm 
No people n/a Cold, sunny 
Observation 2 
2/10 Weekend, 
4pm 
3 people Social Warm, overcast 
Observation 3 
2/15 Weekday, 
9am 
3 people Work, social Chilly, sunny 
Observation 4 
3/19 Weekday, 
12pm 
5, mostly 
employees 
Grounds 
keeping 
Warm, sunny 
Observation 5 
3/22 Weekday, 
5pm 
6 people 
Some 
recreational 
Warm, some sun 
Observation 6 
3/26 Weekday, 
10am 
4 people Social Warm, sunny 
Observation 7 
3/28 Weekday, 
6pm 
No people n/a Heavy rain 
Observation 8 
3/29 Weekday, 
3:30pm 
4 people 
Recreational, 
some social 
Cool, cloudy 
Observation 9 
4/11 Weekday 
6pm 
Est. 40 people Recreational 
Cool, heavy 
clouds 
Table 2: Observed occupancy of Rosewood Neighborhood Park by time of day 
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Observations Time and Day Users Activity Weather 
Vacant Lot         
Observation 1 1/31 Weekday, 9am 4 people Social Cold, sunny 
Observation 2 2/6 Weekday, 8pm 11 people Social Warm, dusk 
Observation 3 2/15 Weekday, 1pm 12 people Social Warm, sunny 
Observation 4 3/13 Weekday, 4pm 16 people Social Warm, sunny 
Observation 5 3/18 Weekend, 5pm 20 people Social Warm, cloudy 
Observation 6 3/26 Weekday, 9pm 8 people Social Warm 
Observation 7 3/28 Weekday, 10am 2 people Social Warm, sunny 
Observation 8 3/29 Weekday, 4pm 7 people Social Cool, cloudy 
Observation 9 4/11 Weekday, 6pm 25 people Social Cool, heavy clouds 
Table 3: Observed occupancy of the vacant lot by time of day 
Observations  Time and Day Users Activity Weather 
Givens 
District Park 
        
Observation 1 1/31 Weekday, 9am 4 people Social Cold, sunny 
Observation 2 2/10 Weekend, 10am 42 people 
Community Center, 
sports, social 
Warm, mostly 
sunny 
Observation 3 2/15 Weekday, 11am 35 people Picnics, social Warm, sunny 
Observation 4 3/13 Weekday, 6pm 15 people Community Center Heavy rain 
Observation 5 3/15 Weekday, 10am 
12 people, 2 
maintenance 
workers 
Social Warm, sunny 
Observation 6 3/26 Weekday, 9am 6 people Social Chilly, sunny 
Observation 7 3/28 Weekday, 9pm 20 people Basketball Warm  
Observation 8 3/29 Weekday, 3pm 25 people Social, recreational Cool, cloudy 
Observation 9 4/12 Weekday, 7pm ~40 people Social, recreational Warm, sunny 
Table 4: Observed occupancy of Givens District Park by time of day 
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Observations  Time and Day Users Activity Weather 
Richardine 
Avenue 
        
Observation 1 2/3 Weekend, 9pm 5 people 
Social car 
maintenance 
Cool 
Observation 2 2/7 Weekday, 4pm 10 people Games Warm, cloudy 
Observation 3 2/15 Weekday, 10am 4 people Social Cold, sunny 
Observation 4 3/1 Weeknight, 11pm 6 people Basketball, social Warm 
Observation 5 3/14 Weekday, 10pm 5 people Social Warm 
Observation 6 3/19 Weekday, 9am 3 people 
Dog walking, 
social 
Warm, sunny 
Observation 7 3/27 Weekday, 6pm No people n/a Heavy rain 
Observation 8 3/30 Weekday, 3pm 9 people Social Cool, cloudy 
Observation 9 4/3 Weekday, 9pm ~14 people Social; games Cool, dusk 
Table 5: Observed occupancy of Richardine Avenue by time of day 
Occupancy and Activity 
Table 6: Aggregate site information  
Among the two informal sites used in this project, the vacant lot supports the most 
occupancy spanning the most hours of the day, but Richardine Avenue supports a greater 
Site Approximate 
Size 
Average 
Users 
Occupancy 
Time 
Activity 
Rosewood 
Neighborhood Park 
11.5 acres 7 people Daylight; peak 
4-6pm 
Recreational; 
social 
Rosewood Vacant 
Lot 
0.4 acres 12 people Daylight, dusk Social 
Givens District 
Park 
37 acres 30 people Daylight; peak 
4-6pm 
Recreational; 
social 
Richardine Avenue 0.6 acres, 1,000 
yards 
7 people Both day and 
night 
Social; 
recreational; 
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variety of activity. Of the two parks, Givens District Park supports significantly more 
activity than Rosewood Neighborhood Park during the period of observation. This is due 
to the larger acreage of Givens District Park, the amount of programming, and, according 
to observations, its location near housing and a frequently used intersection.  
Site I: Rosewood Neighborhood Park 
 Activity in this park was rarely seen. Many of the people observed occupying the 
space were employees or volunteers maintaining the facilities or the community center. 
The park is not as visible from the road, mostly blocked by a hill and obscured by its own 
parking lot, which could account for its lower popularity.  
Site II: Vacant lot at Rosewood Avenue and Chicon Street 
 This lot appears to be most popular with adults. The concise space is typically 
occupied by at least three or four people during warm daylight hours. Sometimes 
occupancy rises to closer to 15 or 20. A vast majority of the users are older men who 
bring their own folding chairs or sit on the lot’s ledge and socialize. The space is 
occupied during much of the day, but seldom at night.  
Site III: Givens District Park 
 The park bustles with activity during good weather, daylight hours. The park has 
the capacity to host large events, which was especially apparent on holiday weekends. 
The park maintains frequent occupation by at least a few users. The most frequent use 
was observed in the parking lot where people would use their cars as the epicenter of 
social interaction. 
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Site IV: Richardine Avenue 
 Richardine Avenue supports a multitude of social and recreational activity. The 
street is almost always occupied by a group, regardless of the time of day. Basketball 
hoops along the street are frequently used for games or solo play, and the street itself 
often becomes the space for sports and games. The space is used for social engagement  
Observation of Safety 
 
Figure 7: Concentration of crime reports in Austin. Children’s Optimal Health. 
This map, provided by Children’s Optimal Health, illustrates the concentration of 
crime reports across the city, indicating a much higher rate of reported crime in the east 
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and south portions of the city. Perceptions of higher risk in east Austin neighborhoods 
can contribute to a distrust of public space, and a distrust that users will be protected by 
their city resources while using public space in certain areas.  
 Mistrust of public space could be an impetus for the use of informal space. In the 
case of Richardine Avenue, there is a strong sense of community surrounding the usable 
space. There are always eyes on the space from the homes lining the avenue. The wide 
streetscape provides plenty of visibility, as do the streetlamps. Additionally, the frequent 
liveliness of the street contributes greatly to the sense of safety and community on the 
avenue even into the evening hours. Similarly, the vacant lot is surrounded by housing 
and businesses, keeping the space alive at most hours of the day. Observation showed 
that the two informal spaces are more tightly integrated with the directly surrounding 
community, making them feel safer and have greater levels of neighborhood vigilance.  
Site I: Rosewood Neighborhood Park 
 Of the four sites, Rosewood has the worst visibility. Many portions of the park are 
isolated from one another either by structures or topography. All of the park is protected 
from the surrounding roads by parking lots or fences.   
Site II: Vacant lot at Rosewood Avenue and Chicon Street 
  The vacant lot is right next to a street, meaning it is well lit and well watched. All 
of the site is visible to people passing by and to the users of the site, facilitating a greater 
feeling of safety and navigability. The site is across the street from apartment housing, 
sandwiched between two businesses, and shares the street with several churches and 
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restaurants. The overall activity of the street helps keep it occupied throughout the day 
and evening, increasing safety through heightened visibility.  
Site III: Givens District Park 
 The park has good visibility throughout the southern side, with wide open spaces 
and access to the streets running along its sides. The northern portion of the site is more 
obscured by trees, buildings, and creek gullies. The northern portions are isolated from 
one another to some degree and could pose some perceived threat due to losses of 
visibility. The park is well illuminated at night by streetlights. The park is mostly 
populated in the interior, making it mostly safe from traffic. There are some places along 
the periphery close to the street, but this appears to pose little threat.  
Site IV: Richardine Avenue 
 This space is relatively isolated from car traffic. As a residential street, cars 
traverse the block to and from their homes, but rarely do cars use the street to pass 
through as a connection. There are stop signs at both ends of the street, slowing down the 
speed of traffic. Crosswalks connect the block to the rest of the neighborhood.  
 As the block is entirely formed by homes, there are a great deal of ‘eyes on the 
street’ (Jacobs 1961), creating a sense of security throughout the neighborhood. Children 
and teenagers populate the street most frequently during afternoon and evening hours but 
were sometimes observed playing outside in the block even into the nighttime. In 
particular, games of basketball or makeshift volleyball sometimes pop up spontaneously 
in the night on Richardine Avenue. 
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 Adults were also observed using the space during all hours. These users spanned 
many ages and were often observed engaging in inter-generational socializing and 
knowledge exchange. The high level of sociability between people across age, gender, 
and race can greatly build the sense of community trust and feeling of safety in the 
neighborhood as a whole, but especially among the users of the sociable street. The 
frequency of occupancy is the largest determinant of perceived safety in the site.  
Population 
 Across all four sites, the predominant users observed were adult, African 
American men. Some women were observed using the sites socially, and some girls were 
observed using spaces for recreational and social purposes, but overwhelmingly they 
were occupied by boys and men.  
Site I: Rosewood Neighborhood Park 
 Hardly any women were observed using this park space during the span of this 
report. The users were predominately adult men in the park by themselves or in pairs. 
Observations of activity among these individuals was almost always social, though some 
seemed interested in the space for exploring nature. On a few occasions, parents with 
their children were seen using the playscape. Once, what seemed to be a sports team for 
young children was seen running drills in the park space. 
Site II: Vacant lot at Rosewood Avenue and Chicon Street 
  The users of this space were overwhelmingly adult. Some older adolescents were 
seen engaging in the sociability of the site, but it was a rarity. A vast majority of the 
people observed spending significant time in the lot were adult men, but women were 
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seen with some frequency engaging with the space as well. This site had the highest rate 
of elderly users of any of the sites. It was common to see older men setting up their own 
lawn chairs to spend hours in the space conversing with one another and anyone else who 
would happen by on the sidewalk. The low wall at the perimeter of the site also provided 
seating. This was also the only site where physically handicapped people were observed 
using the space. The design nature of the low wall and ample sidewalk space allowed for 
users in wheelchairs to participate comfortably in the social dynamic of the space. This 
was the only site where successful handicap access was observed. 
Site III: Givens District Park 
 Givens park was populated by people of all ages engaged in both social and 
recreational activities. As with the other sites, the primary users were adult men, but more 
women were observed using this site than any of the others. Children were seen playing 
games relatively late into the night on several occasions. The park was observed to be a 
social staple among a certain group of users—a group of older men—who occupied the 
space with regularity. On nice weather weekends and especially holiday weekends, the 
park was packed with activity, taking over the whole space with cars and social gathering 
groups.  
Site IV: Richardine Avenue 
 A mix of children and adults use the space. Most of the social activity that occurs 
on Richardine Avenue is inter-generational. The people who use Richardine Avenue for 
social and recreational space are also the most racially diverse of any of the four sites.  
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Observed Physical Design Elements 
Site I: Rosewood Neighborhood Park 
 The site is divided by a paved road that cuts through it, connecting the two 
entrances and the two parking lots that frame the park. Because of the topography it is 
difficult to see other portions of the park from any given vantage point. This makes the 
space somewhat hard to navigate, and certainly hard to grasp spatially. The poor 
legibility of space comes in part from the separation of programming. Tennis courts 
populate the edge near Rosewood Avenue but are offset by a hillslope and fences. A 
baseball diamond frames the opposite side, but with minimal linkages between the two 
edges. There are several pleasant moments throughout the park, including well shaded 
park benches, a large pavilion, and a small historic house. Other programming here 
include a swimming pool, playground area, a community center, and public restrooms.  
Site II: Vacant lot at Rosewood Avenue and Chicon Street 
 There is no formal programming in this site, which makes it the most flexible in 
used by occupants. Though it is by far the smallest of the four sites, the Rosewood vacant 
lot supports frequent social activity. It takes up a square of land nestled in the corner of 
two buildings. It is next to an intersection, meaning that traffic is punctuated by rest in 
this spot, and there is an easy crossing for pedestrians. The lot is well shaded under a 
large live oak tree and by the shadows cast by surrounding buildings.  
Site III: Givens District Park 
 The park is expansive, covering 37 acres of land, the largest of all the sites. The 
programming of the park is also vast and varied. Within the park grounds there are tennis 
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courts, a baseball diamond, basketball courts, playing fields, swimming pools, a pavilion, 
picnic benches, a playscape, open grass lands, woods, two parking lots, and a community 
center. The park is well-shaded by trees interspersed by expanses of grass or playing 
fields. The trees provide pockets of cover within the space, sheltering the landscape and 
providing a buffer between the park interior and the two roads that border the edge.  
Site IV: Richardine Avenue 
 Richardine Avenue is more than a residential street; it is a robust social landscape. 
It is evident that many of the residents derive much of the social fabric of their daily 
routines from spontaneous and extended social or recreational activity along this street. 
The avenue is a straight block which maximizes visibility. It is also wide enough to 
support parking on both sides while still allowing for two-way traffic. This width not 
only opens the space for visibility, but also provides ample space to occupy. The block is 
well shaded with sizable rights-of-way along the street’s curbed edges. The street is flat, 
making it more accommodating of games and easier for walking and biking. The number 
of front porches along the street create a ‘stoop culture’ of easy sociability, contributing 
strongly to the creation of community.  
Spatial Relationships and Access 
All four sites are located along or near main roadways, making all four accessible 
by car. Givens District Park and Rosewood Neighborhood Park both have ample, free 
parking lot availability and bike racks on site for users. All four sites are located on bus 
routes with bus stops directly adjacent. All four have sidewalks around them, making 
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them safely accessible for pedestrians and cyclists. While Richardine Avenue is 
surrounded by streets with sidewalks, the street itself does not have any.   
 
Figure 8: Green space and cemetery allocations in east and west Austin 
 Most of the green spaces that exist on the east side are actually cemeteries, not 
spaces intended for community or public use. This functional use of formal green spaces 
is misguiding when looking simply at a map of acreage between east and west. The total 
eastside park acreage is 7,699 but 136 of those acres are cemeteries (Austin Park Equity). 
In fact, the vast majority of non-cemetery park acreage is concentrated at the edges of the 
east side, in Walter E. Long park and Roy G. Guerrero Colorado River park. West of I-35 
there are 8,691 acres of park land with 11.5 acres of cemeteries (Austin Park Equity 
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2018). In west Austin, there is a density 57.7 people per park acre. On the east side there 
is a density of 31.2 people per park acre (Austin Park Equity 2018; Zip Atlas 2017). 
 
Figure 9: The landscape of vacant land in Austin 
 The map in figure 8 represents the building footprints and open space in the city. 
The high-quality green space in Austin is disproportionately on the west side of the city, 
but the relatively low-density of many of the east side zip codes provides opportunity for 
informality or for an intervention of small-scale public spaces within the urban form.  
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Cognitive Mapping 
 
Illustration 1: Cognitive map for Richardine Avenue describing the elements of space. 
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Illustration 2: Cognitive map of Richardine Avenue showing an overhead view of 
social nodes. Frequency of social activity is defined by dots. 
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Illustration 3: Cognitive map of the Rosewood vacant lot describing the elements of 
the space and the social nodes. Frequency of occupancy defined by dots.  
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Illustrations 1 and 2 describe the experience of Richardine Avenue as a social 
landscape through a cognitive map. The space has several collection points of high social 
activity. One of these nodes radiates from a basketball hoop set up facing the street. It is 
frequently the point of interest for children and teenagers, even if the game is something 
other than basketball. The street area in front of the hoop serves as space for any sort of 
team game, and often is used by children other than just the ones who live in the houses 
directly adjacent to the hoop. A little further down the street there is another social node 
where a group of mostly men gather nearly every afternoon and into the evening to sit or 
lean on car hoods and talk. Sometimes the car hoods are open, and they lend each other a 
hand tinkering with the engines amid the conversation, but the interaction is chiefly 
social. Beyond that, there is a slightly smaller social node down the street where people 
gather around a driveway for social interaction.  
Illustration 3 shows the physical and social experience of the vacant lot. It is a 
small space, but the sidewalk and neighboring parking lot provide extra space for the 
users to spill into when occupancy is at its peak. The traffic along the sidewalk becomes 
an element of sociability for the people who sit on the low wall. The bus stop across the 
street provides a similar opportunity for spontaneous sociability among those waiting for 
a ride and those occupying the space.  
Community Sources 
Most information available through community and social media sources 
provided information for the formal sites, Rosewood Neighborhood Park and Givens 
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District Park. Both parks have official Facebook pages where community members can 
post about and find events, or ‘check-in’ online at the park.  
Givens District Park hosts many recurring events open to the community. The 
community center is free, has gym access and indoor basketball courts, as well as indoor 
social space. On the park’s Facebook page, they detail their services and class options 
targeted at youth and elderly populations.  
Users have complained online that the park needs better care and maintenance. 
The formal park spaces have significant amounts of litter and need more resources aimed 
at general facilities care, according to online forums. There is a bias in the information 
found using these sources, in that it is typical for only people with strong opinions to take 
the time to leave comments, potentially skewing the information to opposite ends.   
The Nextdoor neighborhood forum for Richardine Avenue depicted a community 
of support. Though many of the posts were to warn of crime in the area or to speculate 
about suspicious individuals, it carried the impression of an online ‘eyes on the street.’ 
Community support was the driving theme of most interactions on the website.  
 Based on observations of space occupancy and exploring the design and layout of 
spaces, Givens District Park has the greatest capacity. It is by far the largest space with 
the most programming, but it supports activity the most in its southern parking lot. Based 
on observations, it seems that the proximity to neighborhoods, the closeness of a bus 
stop, and the corner location along two main streets helps to make this space a social 
hotspot. The vast majority of social interaction observed occurred in this parking lot, with 
epicenters of activity between the parked cars and around the picnic benches.  
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Chapter 5:  Conclusion  
Research Questions with Findings 
1. What seems to make specific informal social spaces successful? 
a. What physical attributes distinguish the formal and informal sites? 
b. How does physical form contribute to the success or, potentially, the 
failure of these public spaces?  
Question one attempts to unravel the paradox of unplanned space appealing more 
to users than the one made with intention. It implies the assumption that informal spaces 
are indeed more popular than their formal counterparts, which is arguably true for the 
people who choose to occupy informal space rather than the formal nearby park, but does 
not assume their motivation. The two informal public spaces studied both have greater 
contact and direct interaction with the streetscape, and therefore are more tethered to the 
urban fabric than either formal park in this report. As a chief activity for users of both the 
vacant lot and Richardine Avenue was sociable observation of ‘sidewalk life,’ the 
informal spaces satisfied this need than either of the parks, which were both offset from 
the street and buffered by parking lots to prevent proper people watching.  
The physical attribute that most distinguish the formal from the informal, besides 
the access to the streetscape, was the adaptability of the informal. The informal spaces 
could take on a fluctuating user base, people of all ages, and of all abilities, though their 
chief role was as a platform for socializing rather than specific activities.  
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The other most important element of the informal spaces was the sense of safety. 
Both spaces were relatively small and well lit, meaning that they provide good visibility 
for users and passers-by alike. This echoes the idea of ‘eyes on the street’ playing a large 
role in the success of a space and the perceived safety of a good space.  
2. What can formal public spaces do to capture elements that make informal 
spaces successful? 
In some ways, parks like Givens District Park are already used in a way that 
mimics informality. During every observation, there were groups of people using the 
parking lots as the primary area for socializing. These large parking areas provided 
unintentional space that had the flexibility for adaptation by its users. Sometimes the 
social activity looked much like that on Richardine Avenue, with spontaneous 
conversation arising between people congregated around an open car hood.   
Givens District Park was observed to be the most successful formal space, and 
potentially, the most successful space overall of the ones studied here. It consistently had 
users of all ages and supported high and varied amounts of both social and recreational 
use. This park also was observed to serve the directly surrounding community. Users 
were seen walking to access the park, indicating that they lived nearby or were compelled 
to stop spontaneously while in route to somewhere else in the neighborhood.   
3. Can informality meet the needs of a community, potentially in place of formal 
public space? 
Ultimately, well planned and well-designed public spaces have the resources to 
meet the social and recreational needs of urban residents. However, the findings of this 
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report indicate that informality is a strong source of sociability within east Austin. The 
two informal spaces studied seemed to have near constant occupancy during warm, 
daylight hours, and even supported activity into the evening. These two sites of 
informality also provide greater integration with the surrounding fabric and pace of the 
city, making them more appealing to their users.  
4. What planning practices can support successful sociable spaces for current 
residents in east Austin without threatening their claim to that space through 
gentrification? 
Designing around the community is the most direct thing planners can do to 
create more functional and successful formal spaces. Borrowing the implicit bottom-up 
approach of the creation of informal public spaces in the formal setting of planning brings 
in community voice and self-wisdom. Control and ownership of space is also incredibly 
psychologically powerful for integrating community into space. Once again, informal 
spaces implicitly have this advantage, because communities mutually create the space 
and therefore have direct ownership over the specific elements of placemaking.  
Community health, as was seen in chapter two, is extremely dependent upon 
access to quality green space and public space. Social and physical health benefits are 
deeply tied to the structure of the urban fabric. When formal public spaces do not 
punctuate vulnerable areas, the informal fabric of fragmented and non-traditional urban 
spaces can be incorporated into the landscape of neighborhood sociability. It can be a 
supplement to formality. Informal spaces can have an influence on environmental health 
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as well. Maintaining vacant areas can increase permeability, allow for native plants, 
support animal and insect communities, and prevent erosion.  
Formal space in the neighborhoods studied do not seem to be the force driving the 
changes in eastside demographic composition. Gentrification is occurring rapidly in these 
areas, but not directly around the park spaces, indicating that they are not the source. 
Future formal park allocations to these areas could catalyze faster turnover in 
development, however.  
The city could do more to encourage this activity occurring in informal spaces, 
and even expand it to spread stronger informal use of space throughout Austin. The city 
could intervene in public health by fostering the idea of a ‘front stoop’ culture. Tools for 
this could include community gardens, basketball hoops on the corners of low-traffic 
neighborhood streets, and satellite informal libraries.  
Additionally, a main strength of the informal came from space legibility, 
visibility, and the small scale of the spaces. Punctuating the city with more small-scale 
formal parks could help permeate successful public spaces. Small-scale investment of 
public amenity could also help to alleviate gentrification pressures. Intervention in public 
space allocation should also look to place more parks within walking distance and visual 
distance of neighborhoods. The proximity of housing was observed to be a large 
determinant of frequent space occupancy.  
Overarching Argument Revisited 
Informal spaces have been developed as nodes of sociability and recreation in east 
Austin as a bottom-up means of filling gaps of formal planning practice in resource 
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allocation between the east and west sides of the city. The development of these 
particular spaces speaks to the need for outdoor natural spaces, familiarity, safety, and 
perhaps most importantly, a sense of ownership in the spaces we enjoy in urban 
environments. Publicly accessible spaces are integral components to building 
communities that provide belonging and ownership to their residents. I hypothesized at 
the outset of this research that a portion of the usefulness and appeal of these informal 
social spaces that have developed on Austin’s eastside comes from the sense of belonging 
and identity developed by user-created space. I further believe that informal social use of 
space develops to support communities in ways intimately linked to their needs. Cities 
can develop formal social and recreational spaces by incorporating more user-input, and 
by following models that make informal spaces popular to their user populations.  
Overall, I found support of this hypothesis in my research findings. There is 
certainly less quality public space available to residents of the eastside and south city than 
in the rest of Austin. Much of the existing, formal public space in east Austin does not 
take the form of public parks, but rather cemeteries or fragments of unused space. There 
is also a dearth of reliable, affordable, and well-connected transportation linking east 
Austin to the rest of the city, reducing eastside residents’ access to aesthetic, formal 
parkland available elsewhere. In addition, I found exceedingly vibrant social activity 
occurring in the informal settings I studied. People used the space with a comfort and 
ease of what I saw as ownership. In the case of Richardine Avenue, the street became an 
extension of people’s ‘home territory’ (Appleyard 1980). The street was a continuation of 
their livable space, capable of supporting impromptu games, intergenerational sociability, 
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exchange of knowledge, kinship, and aid. The vacant lot on Rosewood Avenue hosted 
spontaneous and constant social activity, incorporating predominately older men into the 
fabric of the neighborhood.  
Givens District Park was particularly successful as a formal park space. It 
supported near-constant activity with its various programs in all kinds of weather. The 
space had versatility, supporting night games of basketball, solo explorers looking for 
time alone in the outdoors, large social gatherings, and spontaneous chats among friends 
and strangers sitting on their car hoods. The most important lessons that come from this 
analysis revolve around need. The lack of amenity that exists on the east side of Austin 
(Herrick 2008) has been met by creative coopting of spaces in the public right-of-way or 
urban remnant land for community use.  
 Design played a key role in what I determined to be the success of a public space. 
The three sites that supported the most diverse and consistent activity during the 
observation period—the vacant lot, Givens District Park, and Richardine Avenue—had 
elements of design that made them adaptable to meet the needs and social requirements 
of the surrounding residents. What was appealing about the vacant lot was its scale, 
flexibility, and proximity. The space is small enough and sheltered by buildings and trees 
to feel like it exists on the human scale, sheltered by trees and low walls. The flexibility 
of the site, a product of its near-featurelessness, allowed users to adapt their activities as 
they liked. Sometimes the social activity stemmed from cars pulled into the space. Other 
times it was lawn chairs distributed through the grass. Occasionally, people brought items 
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to exchange with one another. Most often, people sat on the ledge of the lot facing the 
sidewalk, chatting with each other and passers-by.  
 Both of the informal spaces are located along corridors of activity. The vacant lot 
site near a frequently-used bus stop, the intersection of Rosewood Avenue and Chicon 
Street, and between a walk-up café and a convenience store. Much of its social energy 
comes from the constant flow of people around the space. Similarly, Richardine Avenue 
supports frequent foot, bike, and car traffic by virtue of being a neighborhood street. The 
through-connection of the neighborhood to other streets spurs the social energy that takes 
place along the edge from people’s porches and yards. Activity even spreads out into the 
center of the street itself, parting for slow-moving vehicles.  
 The concept of the front stoop in American culture is significant. Expanding our 
concept of livable spaces is crucial to the social health and wellbeing of a place. What I 
found on the eastside of Austin was a front stoop culture in both the informal and, to 
some extent, the formal spaces. The spontaneous nature of the interaction possible 
between the street’s public edge and the front stoop could help to strengthen sociability 
with minimal investment in informality.  
Future Study 
 Further research on this topic should include structured interviews with members 
of the community and users of the spaces studied. While observation has shown the 
patterns of uses, the people served, and the general success of certain spaces, interviews 
would allow for a more intimate understanding of the drivers of use. For the scope of this 
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report, observations yielded enough intimacy of the relationship between each site and 
the people who used the space to understand the need and motivation for usable spaces.  
 A more intimate analysis of community drivers in choosing or creating public 
space could incorporate cognitive mapping as a process of user engagement. Asking 
people to use cognitive mapping as an exercise could illuminate aspects of physical space 
characteristics or issues of access that further explain the difference in formality and 
informality in east Austin social networks.  
Conclusion 
 Informality has the capacity to provide communities the platforms to express and 
meet social and recreational needs. The bottom-up method inherent in creating these 
informal public spaces allows for the informal to more intimately meet the needs of the 
users. Informality can also create a stronger sense of ownership and attachment to space. 
While informal spaces can become vibrant social hubs within underserved 
communities, they should not stand alone. Cities cannot put the onus for social creation 
on their residents, nor leave them only with urban remnants for creating social platforms. 
While these spaces are successful, and often wonderful in their ability to support 
spontaneous interaction through ambiguous space, we must also look to examples such as 
Givens Neighborhood Park. Though the park shares its space with a cemetery and has 
design flaws that dissect the space, it unequivocally provides accessible space for the 
directly surrounding community as part of the social fabric. Through the formal use of 
programming and the informal use of the parking lot as a social space, Givens 
Neighborhood Park was uniquely successful space for observations of occupancy. 
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Appendix 
Below are photos of the four sites explored in this report. They are organized by 
site as follows: Rosewood Neighborhood Park, Rosewood Vacant Lot, Givens District 
Park, and Richardine Avenue. The photos represent the notable spaces, amenities, and 
programming within each of the sites.  
ROSEWOOD NEIGHBORHOOD PARK 
 
Figure 10: The tennis courts at Rosewood Neighborhood Park 
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Figure 11: Pool and play area at Rosewood Neighborhood Park 
 
Figure 12: Pavilion at Rosewood Neighborhood Park 
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Figure 13: Drainage adjacent to Rosewood Neighborhood Park  
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ROSEWOOD VACANT LOT 
 
Figure 14: The vacant lot at Rosewood Avenue  
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Figure 15: Periphery of the vacant lot 
 
Figure 16: The ledge of the vacant lot 
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GIVENS DISTRICT PARK 
 
Figure 17: Pavilion at Givens District Park 
 
Figure 18: South parking lot at Givens District Park 
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Figure 19: Community Center at Givens District Park 
 
Figure 20: Cemetery at Givens District Park 
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RICHARDINE AVENUE 
 
Figure 21: Sidewalk at Richardine Avenue 
 
Figure 22: Straight block form of Richardine Avenue  
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Figure 23: Basketball hoop on Richardine Avenue  
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